
The creation of UO Rewards
is an incentive for users to 

access deals on brand items

URBAN  OUTFITTERS

Use of Voice Search and 
Social Media Integration

Incorporation of Apple Pay 
as Checkout Option

Use of Video Catwalks
when buying clothes

Celebrity Magazine Cover
use to promote their brand 

and products to buyers

FAST FASHION BRANDS   

Below is a list of well-know clothing retail brands that 
many people had purchased items from.

Social media and technology brought many 
consumers’ attention to fast fashion brands. 

Social proofing is one practice where brands post content using 
influencer marketing that consumers follow and copy styles 

they value and want to emulate.

Use of Sale Alert Semantics

Phrases such as “Selling Fast” are used
to urge consumers to act fast and 

purchase items before they are sold out. 

   FAST FASHION MOBILE APPS   

  FAST FASHION IN THE MOBILE SCENE  
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  STAKEHOLDER MAP  

• Additional payment methods
• Slick Design Layout
• Unique Clothing Search
• Social Media Integration
• Connecting the users in the digital & physical space
• Incorporation of video and animation

• The possible redundancy of the mobile apps
• The use of type on some mobile screens
• All have similar visual look despite use of photos
• Not all app makes use of  incentives or rewards
• Not all apps have sections built in social media pages

Positives Negatives

Fast fashion items are clothes that is mass-produced 
in response to the lastest trends and it have overflowed many online retailers over the years.

Since the growth of technology, fast fashion is done online and 
on mobile devices. Internet marketing and  social media influence this 

transition from the physical space to the virtual space.

Growing technologies are integrated into mobile applications.
They help brands check on inventory and consumers to search for items and virtually try on items. 

Use of Sale Banners and Barcode 
Scanners to broadcast sale items 

for all user quickly

Fast fashion brands use AR, VR, Artificial Intelligence, and Machine Learning to learn 
about the consumer experience and predict their purchasing habits and/or expectations.

Incorporating Augmented Reality allow 
users to view store collections, 

shop for new looks,  and share video 
content to users via social media.

https://www.facebook.com/Zara/videos/augmented-reality/10156037834675907/

Had $4.4B revenue at its peak by 2016
and  $3.3B revenue by 2017

Now F21 expects to gain $2.5B revenue due 
to decline in sales then filing bankruptcy in 

September 2019

Had $3.9B net sales by end of 2019

Growth due to strong digital presence 
on the web, mobile, and social media  

3 URBN brands grow and expand:
 Free People, Urban Outfitters, and 

Anthropologie

Report

Report

Had $3.37B revenue by the end of 2019

20.2M followers on social media:                  
52% from Instagram & 35% from Facebook

Mobile device visits increased by 4.9% to 81.9%

75% of orders come from mobile devices

Report

Report

Had $20M  in net sales by 2019

 96M followers on social media :
40% from Instagram & 29% from Facebook

Not much information on their mobile/
social media efforts besides

what is seen on their mobile app

 3,000M Online visits in 2019

Generating unique methods to attract new 
consumers and enhance user experience



Yani McFadden Caspian Roman

Age:   22
Gender:  Female

Location:  Bay Area, California
Occupation:  Store Manager

Status:  In a relationship
Income: $52,000

Archetype: The Campaigner
Personality: ENTP

Biography:
Yani is a young fashionista that is 

obsessed with clothes and style. She 
recently graduated from UCLA. Yani 

typically uses Instagram and Pinterest
to keep up with the latest trends. In her
spare time, Yani watches clothing hauls
from her favorite Youtube influencers 

and go out in the town with her friends. 

Ambition:
Become Director of Operations

Make a Etsy Thift Store

Interest:
Fashion/Appareal Design

Psychology
Social Media Marketing

Talent:
Writing, Drawing

Interpreting Analytics

Frustration:
Feeling Constricted/Limited

Keeping Up with Latest Trends

Age:   21
Gender:  Male

Location:  Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Occupation:  Student

Status:  Single
Income: $0

Archetype: The Entertainer
Personality: ESTP

Biography:
Caspian is a college senior studying Marketing. 

He wants to start his own business and learn more 
about the fashion industry. On his spare time, 
he goes skateboarding with his friends in the 

neighborhood park with his friends and 
investigate current tactics that contemporary 
companies used to strengthen their storefront.

Ambition:
Own a Business/Company

Develop Marketing Program

Interest:
Skateboarding

Brand Management

Talent:
Building Marketing Strategies

Team-Building/ Providing Feedback

Frustration:
Abrupt Work Changes

Dealing with Difficult Events

Need Statements:
Caspian needs to fully use these

fast fashion mobile applications in 
order to buy products of his choosing.Need Statements:

Yani needs to search for items 
efficiently in order to save time in 
keeping up with the latest trends.

DOES
Clicks on each of the pages to 

see what is available and nods her 
head when she sees what she likes

SAYS
“These apps look nice and slick!”

“Not too busy.  I love it! Yass!”

“You can easily know what kind of
audience each fashion0 brand has

in mind from the design of their app.”

THINKS
I hope searching and paying for items is 
simple with few steps. Some apps need 

some more colors, though I love the photos. 
I hope I don’t get too distracted by all of 

the cool things they have on here.

FEELS
I feel comfortable using mobile

fast fashion apps in my everyday life

I can keep updated with trends 
and view what influencers/celebrities wear

I wonder how they will affect their 
business in the future;what  ways 

these brands can improve even more 
with growing technologies.

DOES
Analyzes usage of mobile apps
banners, sale discounts, and

 marketing semantics/verbiage

SAYS
“These fast fashion mobile apps

have improve significantly over the years 
(design and incorporation of social media)”

“The more upscale a fast fashion brand 
is the more sophisticated their mobile app looks. 
Each app definitely has their own aesthetics and

 specific group of people they cater to.”

THINKS
These fast fashion brands are upfront 
to sell products such as using phrases 
“Selling Fast” and putting deadlines.

It’s a psychological way to urge
user to buy more items

FEELS
The idea of including video, animation, or 
other time of motion graphics is a fun way

to bring more users to these apps

I am unsure if these marketing tactics 
are a good or bad thing because 

for the most part it works

User searches
for app of specific 

brands to download 
from the Apple or 
Google Play Store

Once download,
user opens app and in 

awe about the look of app

User tends to look 
around for options,

playing with some of 
the features. 

User may also decide
if they want to create

 an account

User decides what they 
want to buy and put 
them into the cart

User goes to pay for 
items utilitizing regular 
checkout, ApplePay, or 

other payment methods 
to complete their 

purchases

Downloading Opening Browsing Selecting Payment

Relaxed/Calm Excited Curious Hasty Satisfied

Fast fashion brands explored social media and technology trends to improve their business and 
attract new consumers. Some brands has suffered from this change such as Charlotte Russe and 
Forever21 with their Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing in February and September 2019, respectively. 

Though the transition was challenging, other companies still manage to continue in their 
operations by utilizing new tactics while keeping the needs and desire of the user in mind. 

  EXPERIENCE  MAP  

  CONCLUSION  

  EMPATHY MAP  

  USER PERSONAS  




